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Resume 
Colleen Francke 

1 Shady Lane 

Falmouth, ME. 04105 

P: 207-615-1457 

E: Summitpointseafood@yahoo.com 

 

Objective: 

To display to the Maine Department of Marine Resources my extensive practical knowledge of 
aquaculture systems, farm management, and coastal fisheries to fulfill the requirements for the 
“Technical capabilities” section of the standard lease application.  Please be aware that some of 
the less recent dates may be off by a bit.  I have not kept an updated resume over the last 
seventeen years of my work in the aquaculture and Maine fishing community. 

 

Experience: 

2021-present 

-Owner/operator Summit Point LLC: lease CASSI2 

-Kelp hatchery owner/manager for Summit Point LLC.  Including a commercial hatchery 
expansion into Inland lobster facility to supply regional Northeast kelp farmers within the 
expanding TCP network. (The Crop Project: kelp buyer and processor)  

-TCP farmer recruitment and training, including on the water trainings for new farmers at the 
CASSI2 lease.  On call support for new farmers within the TCP network.   

-Supply chain manager TCP including all regional harvest logistics and farmer communications, 
seed, cold storage, logistics, and trucking. (For over 20 growers) 

 

2017-present 

-Formation of Summit Point LLC (Maine based aquaculture company) 

-CASSI2 management from application to on the water operations. 

-Farm management, including gear installation, gear maintenance, boat maintenance, seed 
propagation, harvest logistics, recordkeeping, and employee training and management. 

 



2010-2021 

-Full-time (year-round Zone F and G) stern man aboard FV Linda Kate, FV Emma Rae, FV 
Aiden and Sadie, FV Linda Kate (Senior operator)  

-Primary Skiff and hydraulic operator for Menhaden bait fishery aboard FV Linda Kate. 

-Hours logged for entry into Zone F commercial lobster/crab waitlist. 

 

2007-2010 

-Full time employee at Bangs Island Mussels (Under ownership of Tollef Olson) responsibilities 
included gear installation, gear maintenance, product processing, harvesting, deliveries, 
recordkeeping, boat maintenance, seeding, and machinery upkeep. 

-Full time employee at Ocean Approved (Under ownership of Tollef Olson… Now Atlantic Sea 
Farms).  Responsibilities included on the water farm management and installation, seeding, 
harvesting, delivery, and in facility kelp processing. 

-Full time on the water support for the installation and management of the first commercially 
scaled kelp farm in the United States CASCHEB2 (Under the ownership of Tollef Olson 
formally Ocean Approved “Atlantic Sea Farms”) 

-Remained on as a full-time employee at Bangs Island Mussels after the lease transfer from 
Tollef Olson to Matt and Gary Moretti in order to teach them how to operate and manage their 
new company properly, as they had no prior experience. 

 

Other projects: 

-Photo documentation with Brian Skerry of National Geographic tracking Maine’s climate and 
warming waters. 

-Photo documentation with World Wildlife Foundation.  Kelp farming and aquaculture in Maine. 
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